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Welcome to Halloween Town: Top 5 Halloween Movies
for a Spooky Night In
NOVEMBER 1, 2021(HTTPS://WWW.MAJORITY.CO.UK/2021/11/01/)

Whether you’re dressing head to toe in your best Edward Scissorhands or Wednesday Addams costume or you’re
working through the trick or treaters chocolate supply, grab your popcorn, make your favourite Halloween-inspired
cocktails and enjoy the very best of Halloween cinema.

Halloween is fast approaching so if you prefer to celebrate Halloween at home rather than walking up and down the city centre, settle in for the ultimate spooky

night in. Whether you’re dressing head to toe in your best Edward Scissorhands costume or you’re working through the trick or treaters chocolate supply, grab

your popcorn, make your favourite Halloween-inspired cocktails and enjoy the very best of Halloween cinema.

Alien (1979)
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Alien (1979) Image: IMDB

In deep space, the crew of the commercial starship Nostromo is awakened from their cryo-sleep capsules halfway through their journey home to investigate a

distress call from an alien vessel. The terror begins when the crew encounters a nest of eggs inside the alien ship. An organism from inside an egg leaps out

and attaches itself to one of the crew, causing him to fall into a coma.

The Conjuring (2013)

In 1970, paranormal investigators and demonologists Lorraine (Vera Farmiga) and Ed Warren (Patrick Wilson) are summoned to the home of Carolyn (Lili

Taylor) and Roger Perron (Ron Livingston). The Perrons and their �ve daughters have recently moved into a secluded farmhouse, where a supernatural

presence has made itself known. 

The Babadook (2014)
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A single mother, plagued by the violent death of her husband, battles with her son’s fear of a monster lurking in the house, but soon discovers a sinister

presence all around her.

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (2019) 

The shadow of the Bellows family has loomed large in the small town of Mill Valley for generations. It’s in a mansion that young Sarah Bellows turns her

tortured life and horrible secrets into a series of scary stories. These terrifying tales soon have a way of becoming all too real for a group of unsuspecting teens

who stumble upon Sarah’s spooky home.

Us (2019) 
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Accompanied by her husband, son and daughter, Adelaide Wilson (Lupita Nyong’o) returns to the beachfront home where she grew up as a child. Haunted by a

traumatic experience from the past, Adelaide grows increasingly concerned that something bad is going to happen. Her worst fears soon become a reality

when four masked strangers descend upon the house, forcing the Wilsons into a �ght for survival. When the masks come off, the family is horri�ed to learn that

each attacker takes the appearance of one of them.

Halloween Ready
What better way to experience spine-tingling thrillers and family-friendly singalongs than pairing via Bluetooth and settling into room-�lling surround sound?

Check out our top picks for the ultimate Halloween celebration.

MAJORITY K2 2.1 Bluetooth Soundbar and Wireless Subwoofer
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Majority K2 2.1 Bluetooth Soundbar & Wireless Subwoofer (Image: @twelvethegreyhouse)

Revolutionise your Halloween evening with the Majority K2 Soundbar & Subwoofer (https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/k2/). Fill the room with the spookiest

of sound effects and transform your entertainment. The wireless subwoofer delivers audio excellence whether you choose to connect via Bluetooth, AUX port

or USB. 

MAJORITY Snowdon II Bluetooth Soundbar

https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/k2/
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Majority Snowdon II Bluetooth Soundbar (Image: @homewithaziza)

Experience the best �lms, the entertainment industry has to offer with the Majority Snowdon Soundbar (https://www.majority.co.uk/product/snowdon/) with

surround sound from 120-watt speakers. With the Snowdon’s rich and deep sound, you can tailor your listening choices between Movies, Music and Dialogue

from the easy-to-use remote control. 

MAJORITY Bowfell Compact TV & Computer Soundbar 
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Majority Bowfell Compact TV & Computer Soundbar (Image: @oreos.gaming)

Surround yourself with everything from haunted houses to creepy clowns with the Majority Bowfell TV & Computer Soundbar

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/bowfell/). From classic Tim Burton to prom night with Carrie, rede�ne home theatre entertainment when you connect

via Bluetooth, AUX port or Optical input.

Already planned your Halloween Night In? Let us know what movies or tv shows you’re watching with your Majority device. @majorityaudio #majorityaudio

#carbonneutralaudio #HalloweenWithMajority
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Explore more from Majority

Is Dolby Atmos worth it? (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/is-dolby-atmos-worth-it/)
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Dolby Audio True Wireless Surround Sound System with Soundbar Review – The Majority Everest
(https://www.majority.co.uk/product/dolby-audio-true-wireless-surround-sound-system-with-soundbar-review-the-majority-everest/)
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400-WATT Dolby Atmos Bluetooth TV Soundbar & Subwoofer Review – The Majority Sierra Plus (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/400-
watt-dolby-atmos-bluetooth-tv-soundbar-subwoofer-review-the-majority-sierra-plus/)

(https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/400-watt-dolby-atmos-bluetooth-tv-soundbar-subwoofer-review-the-majority-sierra-plus/)

Exclusive access.
Get 15% off, access exclusive offers, news and discounts by subscribing to the

Majority newsletter  
– oh, and we’ll plant a tree in your honour!
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Follow us on Socials
Stay up to date with all the latest in the world of Majority.
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